This book was written having in mind researchers, practitioners, and students willingly to learn, understand, or perfect the fundamental mechanisms behind intelligence and how they can be used to design the future generation of embedded systems and embedded applications.

Adaptation strategies, active and passive learning abilities, robustness capabilities, design of embedded, and distributed cognitive fault diagnosis systems, techniques for assessing the performance and constraints satisfaction in embedded applications are some fundamental aspects intelligent embedded systems and embedded applications need to face to deal with those uncertain, nonstationary, and evolving environments the real world is proposing.

The approach is methodological; as such, the presented methods are technology independent and can be suitably adapted to software, hardware, or both implementations, depending on the application constraints. Although it is not the focus of the book, presented methodologies can also be fruitfully used to guide the hardware/software co-design phase to define which parts of the application are more suitably implemented on a dedicated hardware and which ones found in software the most adequate implementation.

For its nature the book is crossing several disciplines, from measurements and metrology to machine learning, from computer science to probability and system identification. As such, it is a book designed to build bridges among those fundamental areas for electronic engineers, computer scientists, and physicists.

As it will be immediately clear the book was neither written with the goal to propose a tutorial for all topics covering a specific issue nor detailing and listing all papers and methodologies related to a given argument. Instead, the focus is on the formalization of a given problem, proposal of the most relevant strategies for addressing it, and discussions about “what is behind” the theory, the method, the approach. I consider the book successful if the reader grasps, after reading the main strategies, ideas and challenges behind intelligence and how intelligent methods can be—and should be—used to boost the next generation of embedded applications.

The book has been designed with the goal to fill a gap existing among disciplines a computer scientist, particularly the one designing embedded applications, will face in his/her working life.
It is the author’s view that many sections of the book should constitute teaching material within computer science and electronic engineer curricula possibly, but not necessarily, within an embedded systems or a machine learning course. The material should be provided at the graduated or Ph.D. student level to optimally benefit from skills and knowledge gained in the undergraduate program.

The book is mostly self-contained. It is expected the reader to be familiar with the basics of mathematics (integrals, linear algebra, gradients, and partial derivatives) and hold the principles of probability and statistics (mean, variance, distributions) and operational research (function optimization). The reader must also be acquainted with the basics of computer sciences and the very basics of electronics, even though deep knowledge is not requested at this level. Having that in mind, also undergraduate students can take advantage of many of the presented topics. For instance, Chaps. 2, 3, 8, and 10 would constitute appropriate material to be taught within an undergraduate course on embedded systems or computer science, with the other chapters’ contents used to give the flavor of what is behind. Material presented in the book chapters would constitute instead a full course on advanced embedded systems.

If multidisciplinary is the most appropriate adjective characterizing the book from the content point of view, the process behind its birth and writing is surely globalized. The book was conceived and moved its first steps in Paris, at the École Supérieure de Physique et de Chimie Industrielles (ESPCI), France, following the very welcome invitation of Prof. Gérard Dreyfus. Then, it grew in Italy, at the Politecnico di Milano, both at the Milan and the Lecco campuses, Italy. The first draft took body in Beijing, China, at the Chinese Academy of Sciences, Institute of Automation (CASIA), following a research experience carried out within the group of Prof. Dongbin Zhao. Refinements were carried out at the National Library in Florence, Italy, and the Institute for Infocomm Research (I²R), A*STAR, Singapore, thanks to Dr. Huajin Tang who invited me for a short visit. Deep discussions and presentations where given, among others, at the Advanced Learning and Research Institute of the Università della Svizzera italiana, Switzerland, the Tsinghua University and the Peking University, China, the National University of Singapore, Singapore, the National Taiwan University in Taipei, Taiwan and the Los Alamos Labs, USA.

I am beholden to my family for having continuously supported me in this time-consuming editorial challenge.

I also acknowledge the great contribution received by my collaborators in reviewing some chapters and run most of the experiments behind the introduced examples. At first I need to mention the precious collaboration of Dr. Manuel Roveri, then that of Dr. Maurizio Bocca, Dr. Giacomo Boracchi, Dr. Antonio Marullo, Mrs. Ouejdane Mejri, and Mr. Francesco Trovò, all from Politecnico di Milano, Italy.

I take the opportunity to thank those friends—before my colleagues—who contributed to review some chapters. In particular, a great thank you must be sent to Mariagiovanna Sami (Politecnico di Milano, Italy, Università della Svizzera italiana, Switzerland) for having always supported me over my research career.
Then, Prof. Ali Minai (University of Cincinnati, USA), whose competences were fundamental to critically assess the chapter on cognition, as well as Prof. Roberto Ottoboni (Politecnico di Milano, Italy) for the proofread of the chapter on metrology and measurements.

Finally, I acknowledge the support of those Agencies that contributed in different ways to advance both basic and applied research. In particular, this work was partly supported by the FP7 EU Project-i-SENSE Making Sense of Nonsense, Contract No: INSFO-ICT-270428, the visiting professorship of the Chinese Academy of Sciences, the INTERREG EU project M.I.A.R.I.A.: An adaptive hydrogeological monitoring supporting the alpine integrated risk plan and the KIOS Cyprus-funded project.
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